Monic *clur and other Southeast Asian ‘dogs’

Paul K. BENEDICT

The dog shares with the louse the distinction of having been mankind’s earliest close companion and as such occupies a well-deserved niche in the Swadesh and other short lists of key lexical items. As anticipated, each of the three language phyla of Southeast Asia has a widely distributed root here, but there is unmistakable evidence of at least one early borrowing and even the possibility of two interphyla connections of the kind that light up the hearts of all good long-rangers. There are also apparently isolated forms here and there, such as Monic *clur, along with a group of onomatopoeic forms, another derived from gender-markers, and a third from a root for ‘flesh/meat’ > ‘animal’. We shall begin with a review of these three special groups.


Proto-Monic *clur ‘dog’ has been reconstructed by Diffloth (1984: 66), who describes it as ‘unrelated to the usual Mon-Khmer word for dog: *cua?’ . It is likely, however, that *clur represents as earlier *c-lur, from *cu-lur, perhaps contrasting with *cuʔ < *cu-a (the final *-ʔ is a MK feature), in light of the AN parallels (below). It is further possible that the PKM root should be set up as *tsu(a) rather than *cu(-a), as suggested by the writer (Benedict 1990a) on the basis of Bolyu (Lai) tsu⁴ ‘dog’, with initial ts- contrasting with palatal ʂ- in ʂən⁴ ‘nine’, from a numeral root also reconstructed with initial *c- for PMK; cf. Vietnamese chô ‘dog’, chín ‘nine’ (not ʂ- for ts- before /ə/ inasmuch as Bolyu has a contrasting ts- in this position, as in tsən¹ ‘get’). This MK root perhaps, along with roots for ‘water’ and ‘excrement’, constitutes an early ‘interphyla flow’ into an important TB language; cf. Lepcha kāju ‘dog’ (Benedict 1972:7; fn. 24); the kā-represents the ‘animal’ *k- prefix, found also in Burmese and other TB languages.

MON-KHMER STUDIES 26:3-6
The newly reconstituted PMK *tsu(-a) can serve as a bridge to PAN *(u-)atsu(-an), with *(u- the variable nominal marker (one of Dyen’s *W’s) and the *-an suffix apparently represented only in Puyuma (Formosan) su(w)-an; cf. Puy. 

*guŋ ‘cattle’; ka-

*guŋ-an ‘ox’. The PMK suffix *-a is directly comparable, however, with an animal/bird suffixed *-a represented in Formosan (Benedict: forthcoming-b). Note that in the Puy. su(w)-an the initial syllable (*a-) is lost, reflecting an underlying AN ‘drift towards disyllabism’ (Blust 1977), and a parallel reduction might be invoked for the loss of an earlier *a- in PMK *tsu(-a). Additionally, a conjectural Monic *clur < *c[lu]-lur is nicely paralleled in Formosan: cf. Atayalic (*hl/ < *ts): Atayal hu-

*zl, Sediq hu-

*ln. The writer (forthcoming) has described ‘Austric’ in playwright terms as ‘a pair of lonely affixes Waiting for Good (Material)’, contra the speculations of long-rangers Diffloth, Reid and now even Blust. This ‘dog’ can be seen as an offering from the writer, conservative as always, who prefers to view phenomena of the above kind in terms of ‘interphyla flow’.

Austronesian has another ‘dog’ root, well disguised and sparsely represented, and it is this etymon that yields a tie to two other AT families as well as an early loan to Chinese, along with a possible bridge to Sino-Tibetan: Proto-

Austronesian (PAN) *(u)-(η)kuŋkuy: Western Malayo-Polynesian (MP) *u(η)ku? ‘dog’ (Blust 1980), with variable nasal increment, loss of the final syllable through the ‘drift towards disyllabism’ (above) and a ‘non-c[onalional]’ *l/ (see Benedict forthcoming-b); Formosan (Paiwanic) *kuŋkuy: Puyuma kurkur ‘puppy’; Paiwan kuku ‘toy, pet (as a puppy)’. The *(u- here appears to have been a male gender marker, contrasting with *(i- for females, from an earlier AT horizon, as shown by Tai *(u- ‘father’ (Shan) vs. *(i- ‘mother’ (White Tai) (ibid.). The Japanese dog was female: inu < *(iŋku (signature shift), from *(i-

*ŋku[kuy], with typical reduction of SYL-1 and regular C[onalional] R[eduction] on-the-R[ight] (see Benedict 1990b). Hmong-Mien *klouB shows a parallel development, with anticipated CRR (Benedict 1975), regular *-ou < *(u- and an infixed *-l-, paralleling the liquid infixes appearing at times in Austronesian animal names, e.g. PAN *kɔbaw ‘water buffalo’, Malay ke-

*r-bau, Bikol k-ar-abaw, Tagalog k-al-abaw; Tagalog, Bikol ??usa ‘deer’, N. Phil.: Inibaloi, Pangasinan ??u-

*l-sa.

The early loan to Chinese is interesting: Late Archaic (earliest citation in Zuozhuan, 4th cent. B.C.) 犬 [GSR-108d, p. 48] kuB ‘dog’. The writer (1976) has pointed out other early Chinese borrowings from some mainland AT source that he has designated as D[onor to] A[rchaic] C[hinese] but these are of a distinctly cultural nature, related to agriculture and the like. In any event, the loan does attest to the presence of the root in DAC. The Sino-Tibetan root: *kwayB is widely represented in Tibeto-Burman, with Lahu (Burmes-Lolo) having *p- for the *kw-

(Matisoff has suggested the reconstruction of PTB *kw- here vs. *k-w- elsewhere) while other languages often display strange-looking forms, the product of ‘animal *s-’ prefixation, e.g. Lushai ui < *s-kui (dyadic type); Nochte hu < *s-khu
aspirated); Bodo sui < *s-gui < *s-kui (with preemption); Sgaw Karen thwi < *skhwi (cluster/monadic type) (see Benedict 1987: 44 ff.). In Chinese this root appears only with the ‘collective plural’ *n suffix (roots for rodents, geese [only in flocks], dogs and people); Arch. Ch.[GSR-479a, p. 132] х khiw an2, a circumstance that may have played a role in the borrowing from DAC.

Again an extra-AN bridge becomes available, this time leading to ST, a proto-level *kuy/kwəy ‘dog’ readily yielding a PST-level *kwəy, with -*y = -*i for final -*y, paralleling the development in Japanese (Benedict 1990 b), supporting Sagart’s Sino-AN or the like. Sagart has also contributed to the AT literature (on tones) and apparently has in mind a Sino-Austric, while Diffloth and all long-rangers include MK in their version of AT, all making for something on the order of the old ‘Indo-Chinese’ of pioneer comparatists in the field. What to make of the two ‘dogs’ here: a larger /tsu/ and smaller /kuw/ or even a disyllabic /tsukuy/ (the inverse sounds too much like a cold!)? As pointed out by the writer (1991), this neo-Indo-Chinese has certain other problems, e.g. how to conjoin the EYE roots: PAT *mapra (> PAN *maCa), PST *myək (> Tibetan míg, Burmese myak, Arch. Ch. mjoŋ [for lacking *mjək]) and PMK *mat < Proto-Austro Asiatic (PAA) *mat (indicated by Pinnow although questioned now by Zide, p.c.), a proto-level *myək readily yielding the *mat via *myət < [assim.] *myək (PAA lacks *my-); here a conjoined *mayəkpra root will hardly do. The writer, unaccustomed to his conservative status here, hastens to repeat that he is still playing a three-deck ‘game’ in SEA linguistics, requiring much less ‘shuffling’.
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